We propose an optimization approach~o the estimation a simple closed curve describing the boundary of an object represented in an image. This problem arises in a variety of applications, such as template matching schemes for medical image registration. A regularized optimization formulation with an objective function that measures the normalized image contrast between the inside and outside of a boundary, is considered. Efficient numerical methods are developed to implement the approach and a set of simulation studies are carried out to quantify statistical performance characteristics in the context of boundary determination in emission computed tomography (ECT) These results are quite promising. The approach is highly automated which offers some practical advantages over currently used technologies in the medical imaging l.tel~eClho: I£, Slrml'LlatzO:I£. 
Note that the sets r~and rj> form a partition of Q.
Contrast Statistic
The target boundary will be defined in terms of an ideal perfectly sampled noise-free image.
ideal image f is a function f : n ---+ JR. We will assume that f is continuously differentiable, i.e. the partial derivatives oxr! and ox 2 f exist and are continuous for each point x = (x}, X2) E n. Since often it is not reasonable to assume that the underlying image is continuously differentiable but only say £2 integrable, we will take our function f to be the underlying image convolved with a spherically symmetric Gaussian kernel whose fun-width half maximum (FWHM) is set to be on the order of the resolution of the sampled image data. Note that the Gaussian convolution ensures that the ideal image f is analytic.
Our choice of objective function is based on the notion that one is interested in identifying boundaries corresponding to sharp contrast in the image. We measure the contrast of a boundary r e by the difference between the average value of f per unit area on the inside and outside of the boundary, i.e.
where 
The Newton Iteration
The basic iteration is defined as
where a is a trust region step, this step is adjusted so that the resulting curve lies in n. 
Two Empirical Refinements
Experimentation with the basic Newton algorithm lead to two modifications were to improve convergence and accuracy of the estimated boundary curves. 
Results
DOtLnaary estimaltion alJl;cJrithm program on n is :'H:UXlelS. 
Generalizations
The structure we have developed might be extended to deal with some other situations of pra.ctice. We briefly mention three directions for generalization. 
